Reporting Timelines for Spring 2023 STAAR
The State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR®) redesign will be fully implemented in spring 2023 for
all grades/subjects and courses. Since new question types have been added to STAAR assessments and the test
blueprints have been updated, the Texas Education Agency (TEA) wants to ensure that the performance standards
continue to accurately reflect what students know and can do through a standard-setting process. Educators from across
the state will convene in the spring and summer to provide their expert opinions and verify that the cut points and
related scale scores are appropriate for the redesigned STAAR assessments. Given this extra activity, the reporting
process will be a bit longer this summer.
The timelines below specify the information that will be available and when it will be available. District leaders should
use these timelines to plan for decisions that must be made using assessment data. More details regarding reporting
timelines may be found on the 2022–2023 Calendar of Events.

STAAR End-of-Course (EOC) Assessments

Date
Event
05/12/23 End of Spring
Testing Windows

Format and Location

05/22/23 Early Raw Scores
and Supporting
Guidance

• Data files sent to district
testing coordinator’s secure
inbox in the Test Information
Distribution Engine (TIDE)

—

• Student results available in
the Centralized Reporting
System (CRS)

05/31/23 Early Scale
Scores and
Performance
Levels

Additional Details

The English I and English II testing window now occurs
two-weeks later than previous years, allowing for more
instructional time.
Districts will see raw scores (how many points students
earned), student responses to all questions, and
whether the student response was correct or incorrect.
These scores are considered preliminary until quality
control processes are complete.

• PDFs of Supporting Guidance
posted on STAAR Redesign
webpage

To support accelerated instruction and graduation
decision-making before performance levels are available
on 05/31/23, TEA will provide supporting guidance that
indicates whether the total raw score earned is likely
passing, likely not passing, or in the zone of uncertainty
for each test. (Passing = Approaches or higher.) Images
of student responses for each item on the test will be
available in CRS to assist in planning accelerated
instruction activities.

• Data files sent to district
coordinator’s secure inbox in
TIDE

See sample guidance at the end of this document.
Districts will see preliminary scale scores and
performance levels. If there are no corrections to
request, final accelerated instruction and graduation
decisions may be made from this information.

• Student results available in
CRS

06/27/23 Preliminary
Assessment
Reports

Standard preliminary
assessment reports sent to
district coordinator’s secure
inbox in TIDE

06/30/23 Preliminary
Assessment
Results for
Families

Preliminary assessment results
published in the Family and
Analytic Portals

Individual student results will be available in CRS for all
other roles starting on 06/05/23.
Standard preliminary assessment reports will include
data files, district and campus summary reports,
confidential campus rosters, and student report cards. If
there are no corrections to request, final accelerated
instruction and graduation decisions may be made from
this information.
Preliminary assessment results are available in the
Family and Analytic Portals.
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08/08/23 Final Assessment
Reports
08/11/23 Final Assessment
Results for
Families

Standard final assessment
reports sent to district
coordinator’s secure inbox in
TIDE
Final assessment results
published in the Family and
Analytic Portals

Date
Event
05/12/23 End of Spring
Testing Windows
05/22/23 Early Raw Scores
and Supporting
Guidance

STAAR Grades 3–8 Assessments

Format and Location

08/11/23 Final Assessment
Reports (scale
scores and
performance levels)

08/16/23 Final Assessment
Results for Families

Additional Details

—

—

• Data files sent to
district testing
coordinators’ secure
inboxes in the Test
Information
Distribution Engine
(TIDE)
• Student results
available in the
Centralized Reporting
System (CRS)

06/09/23 Preliminary
Assessment Reports
(raw scores only)

Standard final assessment reports will include updated
data files and student report cards based on any
corrections requested. Final student-level
determinations may be made from these reports.
Final assessment results are available in the Family and
Analytic Portals based on any corrections requested.

• PDFs of Supporting
Guidance posted on
STAAR Redesign
webpage
Preliminary assessment
reports sent to district
coordinator’s secure
inbox in TIDE
• Standard final
assessment reports
sent to district
coordinator’s secure
inbox in TIDE
• Student results
available in CRS
Assessment results
published in Family and
Analytic Portals

Districts will see raw scores (how many points students
earned), student responses to all questions, and whether
the student response was correct or incorrect. These scores
are considered preliminary until quality control processes
are complete.
To support accelerated instruction decision-making before
performance levels are available on 08/11/23, TEA will
provide supporting guidance that indicates whether the
total raw score earned is likely passing, likely not passing, or
in the zone of uncertainty for each test. (Passing =
Approaches or higher.) Images of student responses for
each item on the test will be available in CRS to assist in
planning accelerated instruction activities
See sample guidance at the end of this document.
Preliminary assessment reports will show only raw score
information and not the performance level achieved. These
reports include data files, district and campus summary
reports, confidential campus rosters, and student report
cards. Districts may request corrections based on these
reports.
Scale scores and performance levels will be available for the
first time on the final assessment reports, which include
updated data files and student report cards. Final studentlevel determinations may be made from these reports.
Individual student results will be available in CRS.
Final assessment results are available in the Family and
Analytic Portals.
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Sample Supporting Guidance for Raw Scores
To support accelerated instruction and graduation decision-making before performance levels are available (05/31/23
for STAAR EOC assessments and 08/11/23 for STAAR grades 3–8 assessments), supporting guidance will indicate
whether the total raw score earned is likely passing, likely not passing, or in the zone of uncertainty for each test.
(Passing = Approaches or higher.)
In addition, images of student responses for each item on the test and how many points the student received will be
available in CRS to assist in planning accelerated instruction activities
Until the standard-setting process and all quality control processes are completed, performance levels cannot be
finalized. Once preliminary or final results with performance levels are available, use of this guidance will no longer be
needed, and school systems should use the performance level information to inform decision-making for each student.
Spring 2023 STAAR EOC Assessment
Raw Score Preliminary Determination
1
Likely did not pass
2
Likely did not pass
3
Likely did not pass
4
Likely did not pass
5
Likely did not pass
6
Likely did not pass
7
Zone of uncertainty
8
Zone of uncertainty
9
Zone of uncertainty
10
Zone of uncertainty
11
Zone of uncertainty
12
Zone of uncertainty
13
Zone of uncertainty
14
Likely passed
15
Likely passed
16
Likely passed
17
Likely passed
18
Likely passed
19
Likely passed
20
Likely passed
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